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Abstract

Given an undirected edge-weighted graph G = (V,E) with m edges and n vertices, the
minimum cut problem asks to find a subset of vertices S such that the total weight of all edges
between S and V \S is minimized. Karger’s longstanding O(m log3 n) time randomized algorithm
for this problem was very recently improved in two independent works to O(m log2 n) [ICALP’20]
and to O(m log2 n + n log5 n) [STOC’20]. These two algorithms use different approaches and
techniques. In particular, while the former is faster, the latter has the advantage that it
can be used to obtain efficient algorithms in the cut-query and in the streaming models of
computation. In this paper, we show how to simplify and improve the algorithm of [STOC’20]
to O(m log2 n + n log3 n). We obtain this by replacing a randomized algorithm that, given a
spanning tree T of G, finds in O(m log n+ n log4 n) time a minimum cut of G that 2-respects
(cuts two edges of) T with a simple O(m log n+ n log2 n) time deterministic algorithm for the
same problem.

1 Introduction

In his seminal work in 1996, Karger [8] showed how to find the minimum cut of an edge-weighted
undirected graph in O(m log3 n) time. The first step of his algorithm is a procedure that, given
an undirected edge-weighted graph G, produces in O(m + n log3 n) time a collection of O(log n)
spanning trees of G such that w.h.p the minimum cut 1- or 2-respects some tree in the collection.
That is, one of the trees is such that at most two of its edges cross the minimum cut (these edges
are said to determine the cut). The minimum cut is then found by examining each tree T of the
O(log n) trees and finding the minimum cut that 1- or 2-respects T . Since the minimum cut that
1-respects T can be easily found in O(m) time [8, Lemma 5.1], the main challenge is to find the
minimum cut that 2-respects T .

Karger showed that the minimum cut that 2-respects a given tree can be found in O(m log2 n)
time. This was very recently improved in two independent works: In [6] we obtained an O(m log n)
deterministic algorithm,1 and in [10] Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai obtained an O(m log n+n log4 n)
randomized algorithm. These two results use different techniques. Even though [6] dominates [10]
for the entire range of graphs densities, the approach of [10] has two notable advantages: (1) it can
be extended to other models, namely to find the minimum cut using Õ(n) cut queries, or using Õ(n)

1We also showed in [6] that the first step of producing the collection of spanning trees can be performed (using a
randomized algorithm) in O(m log2 n) time, leading to an O(m log2 n) time randomized algorithm for min cut.
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space and O(log n) passes in a streaming algorithm, and (2) the approach of [10] can be seen as a
reduction from min cut to geometric two-dimensional orthogonal range counting/sampling/reporting
data structures [4]. Therefore, special cases or future improvements of such data structures will
imply improvements to min cut. For example, for the special case of unweighted undirected graphs,
[10] use an improved data structure for orthogonal range counting [3] and range rank/select [2]
(that are then used to design an improved data structure for orthogonal range reporting and, finally,
orthogonal range sampling). This yields an O(m

√
log n+ n log4 n) time randomized algorithm for

finding a 2-respecting min cut in unweighted graphs, and hence an O(m log3/2 n+ n log5 n) time
algorithm for min cut in such graphs.

Our results. In this paper we show how to simplify the algorithm of Mukhopadhyay and
Nanongkai, improve its running time to O(m log n+n log2 n), and turn it deterministic. By Karger’s
reasoning, this then implies a randomized min cut algorithm working in O(m log2 n+ n log3 n) time.
In fact, one can also apply his log log n speedup that exploits the fact that 1-respecting cuts can be
found faster than 2-respecting cuts. As explained in [5, Section 4], by appropriately tweaking the pa-
rameters we can obtain a randomized min cut algorithm working in O(m log2 n/ log logn+n log3+ε n)
time. Interestingly, with our improvement, the reduction to the geometric data structure is now a
clean black box reduction to just orthogonal range counting (no sampling/reporting is required).
This allows us to obtain the following new results: (1) an O(m log n + n1+ε)-time randomized
algorithm for min cut in weighted graphs for any fixed ε > 0 (this dominates all previous results
for m = Ω(n1+ε)), and (2) an O(m log3/2 n+ n log3 n) time randomized algorithm for min cut in
unweighted graphs.

Roadmap. In Section 2 we describe the algorithm of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai [10]. Our
description uses slightly different terminology than [10], but all the ideas described in Section 2 are
taken from [10]. In Section 3 we describe our simplification of [10] and in Section 4 we show how to
use it to achieve faster algorithms for unweighted graphs and for dense graphs.

2 The Algorithm of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai [10]

In this section we describe the algorithm of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai [10] for finding the pair
of edges {e, e′} determining the minimum cut (observe that the cut determined by {e, e′} is unique
and consists of all edges (u, v) ∈ G such that the u-to-v path in T contains exactly one of {e, e′}).

The algorithm begins by partitioning the tree T into a set P of edge-disjoint paths (called heavy
paths [11]) such that any root-to-leaf path in T intersects at most log n heavy paths.

2.1 Two edges in the same heavy path

Consider first the case where the minimum cut is determined by two edges of the same path P ∈ P .
Finding these two edges then boils down to finding the smallest element in the (` − 1) × (` − 1)
matrix M where ` is the length of P and M [i, j] is the weight of the cut determined by the
i’th and the j’th edges of P . An important contribution of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai is in
observing that the matrix M is a Partial Monge matrix. That is, for any i 6= j, it holds that
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M [i, j]−M [i, j + 1] ≥M [i+ 1, j]−M [i+ 1, j + 1].2 They then describe an algorithm that finds
the smallest element in M by inspecting only O(` · log2 `) entries of M . Instead, one could use the
faster algorithm by Klawe and Kleitman [9] that requires only O(` ·α(`)) inspections (where α is the
inverse-Ackermann function). Lemma 1 below shows that each inspection can be done in O(log n)
time. Thus, in O(` · α(`) · log n) time one can find the minimum cut determined by two edges of P .
Since paths in P are disjoint, doing this for all paths in P this takes overall O(n · α(n) · log n) time.

2.2 Two edges in different heavy paths

Now consider the case where the minimum cut is determined by two edges belonging to different
paths in P . Another significant insight of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai is that there is no need to
check every pair of paths P,Q ∈ P but only a small subset of interesting path pairs as explained
next. Let cut(e,e′) denote the weight of the cut determined by edges {e, e′}. Let Te denote the
subtree of T rooted at the lower (i.e., further from the root) endpoint of e. If e′ ∈ Te then we say
that e′ is a descendant of e. If e′ is not a descendant of e and e is not a descendant of e′ then we
say that e and e′ are independent.

Cross-interested edges. An edge e ∈ T is said to be cross-interested in an edge e′ ∈ T \ Te if

w(Te) < 2w(Te, Te′)

where w(Te) is the total weight of edges between Te and V (G) \ V (Te) and w(Te, Te′) is the total
weight of edges between Te and Te′ . That is, e is cross-interested in e′ if more than half the edge
weight going out of Te goes into Te′ . Observe that if the minimum cut is determined by independent
edges {e, e′} then e must be cross-interested in e′ (and vice versa) because otherwise cut(e,e′) =
w(Te) + w(Te′) − 2w(Te, Te′) > w(Te′) (i.e. the cut determined by the single edge e′ has smaller
weight, a contradiction). This means that there is no need to check every pair of independent edges,
only ones that are cross-interested. It is easy to see that for any tree-edge e, all the edges that e is
cross-interested in form a single path Ce in T going down from the root to some node ce.

Down-interested edges. An edge e ∈ T is said to be down-interested in an edge e′ ∈ Te if

w(Te) < 2w(Te′ , T \ Te)

where w(Te′ , T \ Te) is the total weight of edges between Te′ and V (G) \ V (Te). That is, e is
down-interested in e′ if more than half the edge weight going out of Te originates in Te′ . Observe
that if the minimum cut is determined by edges e and e′ where e′ is a descendant of e, then e must
be down-interested in e′ because otherwise cut(e,e′) = w(Te) + w(Te′) − 2w(Te′ , T \ Te) > w(Te′)
(again, a contradiction). For convenience, define that e is down-interested in all of its ancestor edges.
This means that we only need to check pairs of descendant edges that are down-interested in each
other. Furthermore, for any tree-edge e, all the edges that e is down-interested in form a single path
De in T going down from the root to some node de.

A third important realization of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai is that a geometric range
searching data structure of Chazelle [4] can be used to efficiently determine whether an edge e is
interested in an edge e′. This is described in the following lemma.

2Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai reversed the order of rows so in their presentation the condition was M [i, j] −
M [i, j + 1] ≤ M [i + 1, j] −M [i + 1, j + 1].
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Lemma 1. Given a graph G and a spanning tree T , we can construct in O(m log n) time a data
structure that, given any two edges e, e′, can report in O(log n) time (1) the value cut(e,e′), (2)
whether e is cross-interested in e′, and (3) whether e is down-interested in e′.

Proof. In O(n) time we construct a data structure that can answer lowest common ancestor queries
on T in constant time [7]. For every node v ∈ T , let v̂ ∈ [n] denote the visiting time of v in a
postorder traversal of T and let v̂↓ denote the minimum visiting time of a node in the subtree of T
rooted at v. Let w(v↓) be the total weight of edges with exactly one endpoint in the subtree of T
rooted at v. As also done by Karger [8], in a bottom up fashion (in linear time) we compute v̂, v̂↓, and
w(v↓) for every v ∈ T . We map each edge (u, v) ∈ G to the point (û, v̂) in the two-dimensional plane.
On this set of m points we construct Chazelle’s 2D orthogonal range searching data structure [4].
This data structure is constructed in O(m log n) time and can report in O(log n) time the total
weight of all points in any given axis-aligned rectangle.

Consider any two edges e and e′. Let u and v be the lower endpoints of e and e′, respectively.
Note that w(Te) = w(u↓) and w(Te′) = w(v↓). Consider first the case that e and e′ are independent.
Deciding whether e is cross-interested in e′ reduces to computing w(Te, Te′) which is obtained by a
range query to the rectangle [û↓, û]× [v̂↓, v̂]. The value cut(e,e′) is computed as w(v↓) + w(u↓)−
2w(Te, Te′).

Now consider the case that e′ is a descendant of e. Then deciding whether e is down-interested in
e′ reduces to computing w(Te′ , T \ Te) which is obtained as the sum of the answers to the rectangles
[v̂↓, v̂] × [1, û − 1] and [v̂↓, v̂] × [û + 1, n]. The value cut(e,e′) is computed as w(u↓) + w(v↓) −
2w(Te′ , T \ Te).

Finally, if e is a descendant of e′, then we always report that e is down-interested in e′. The
value cut(e,e′) is computed (symmetrically to the above) as w(v↓) + w(u↓)− 2w(Te, T \ Te′).

Interesting path pairs. Recall that the goal is two find the two tree-edges {e, e′} that determine
the minimum cut and we know that these edges belong to different heavy paths P,Q ∈ P. A
tree-edge e is said to be interested in a path P in P if it is cross-interested or down-interested in
some edge of P . Notice that by the above, any tree-edge e is interested in only O(log n) paths.
Define a pair of paths P,Q ∈ P to be an interesting pair if P has an edge interested in Q and Q has
an edge interested in P .

Notice that the number of interesting pairs P,Q is only O(n log n). However, Mukhopadhyay
and Nanongkai do not identify all the interesting pairs. Instead, they apply a complicated random
sampling scheme in order to find the best pair with high probability. This sampling makes their
algorithm randomized and its running time O(m log n + n log4 n). In Section 3.1 we show how
to replace the random sampling step with a much simpler deterministic algorithm that finds all
interesting pairs of paths. Our algorithm is also faster, taking O(m log n + n log2 n) time. Then,
for each interesting pair P,Q, we (conceptually) contract all tree-edges except those in P that are
interested in Q and those in Q that are interested in P , and run the solution from Section 2.1 on
the resulting paths. This last step is very similar to the corresponding step in [10]. We explain it in
detail in Section 3.2.

3 The Simplification

For every edge e ∈ T , let Ce (De) denote the path in T consisting of all the edges that e is
cross-interested (down-interested) in. The path Ce (De) starts at the root and terminates at some
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node denoted ce (de). For every e ∈ T , we compute ce and de in O(log2 n) time. In contrast to [10],
we do this deterministically by using a centroid decomposition.

3.1 Finding interesting path pairs

A node v ∈ T is a centroid if every connected component of T \ {v} consists of at most |T |/2 nodes.
The centroid decomposition of T is defined recursively by first choosing a centroid v ∈ T and then
recursing on every connected component of T \ {v}. We assume T is a binary tree (we can replace
a node of degree d with a binary tree of size O(d) where internal edges have weight ∞ and edges
incident to leaves have their original weight). We also assume we have a centroid decomposition of T
(we can compute a centroid decomposition of every tree in O(n log n) time so overall in O(n log2 n)
time). To compute ce, consider the (at most) three edges e1, e2, e3 incident to the centroid node.
Using Lemma 1, we check in O(log n) time whether e is cross-interested in e1, in e2, and in e3. From
this we can deduce in which connected component ce lies, and we continue recursively there. Since
the recursion depth is O(log n), we find ce after O(log2 n) time so overall we spend O(n log2 n) time.
We compute de similarly (querying Lemma 1 for down-interested rather than cross-interested).

3.2 Checking interesting path pairs

For each interesting pair of heavy paths P,Q, we will store a list of the edges of Q that are interested
in P and vice versa. Recall that, since each edge is interested in O(log n) heavy paths, the number
of interesting pairs of heavy paths is only O(n log n). Moreover, the total length of all the lists is
also O(n log n).

We first show how to compute a list of all interesting pairs of heavy paths. By going over all the
edges of T we prepare for each heavy path P ∈ P a list of all the heavy paths Q s.t. an edge of P is
interested in an edge of Q. The total size of all these lists is O(n log n) and they can be computed
in O(n log2 n) time using Lemma 1. We then sort these lists (according to some canonical order on
the heavy paths). Then, for every P ∈ P we go over all heavy paths Q that P is interested in. For
each such Q we determine in O(log n) time whether Q is also interested in P using binary search on
the list of Q. Thus we construct the lists of all interesting pairs in total O(n log2 n) time.

For each interesting pair of paths P,Q, we construct a list of the edges of Q that are interested
in P and vice versa as follows. We go over the edges e of T . Let Q be the heavy path containing e.
For each heavy path P that intersects Ce or De, if P,Q is an interesting pair, we add e to the list
of the pair P,Q. This takes O(log n) time since there are O(log n) such paths P , so the total time
to construct all these lists is O(n log n). Finally, we sort the edges on each list in O(n log2 n) total
time.

For each interesting pair of paths P,Q, let P ′ (Q′) denote the set of edges of P (Q) that are
interested in Q (P ). We find the minimum cut determined by pairs of edges e, e′ such that e ∈ P ′

and e′ ∈ Q′ in a single batch as follows. We assume that either P ′ is a descendant of Q′ (i.e. all
edges in P ′ are descendants of all edges in Q′) or that P ′ is independent of Q′ (i.e. no edge in P ′ is
a descendant of an edge in Q′). Otherwise, if P ′ is a descendant of one part of Q′ and independent
of another part then we just split Q′ into two parts and handle each separately. We think of P ′

as being oriented root-wards. If P ′ is a descendant of Q′ then we orient Q′ root-wards, and if P ′

is independent of Q′ then we orient Q′ leaf-wards. Let M be the |P ′| × |Q′| matrix where M [i, j]
is the weight of the cut determined by the i’th edge of P ′ and the j’th edge of Q′. We observe
that the matrix M is a Monge matrix (rather than Partial Monge). That is, the Monge condition
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M [i, j]−M [i, j + 1] ≥M [i+ 1, j]−M [i+ 1, j + 1] holds for any i, j (and not only for i 6= j). This
means that instead of the Klawe-Kleitman algorithm [9] we can use the SMAWK algorithm [1] that
finds the maximum entry in M by inspecting only a linear O(|P ′|+ |Q′|) number of entries of M
(i.e. without the additional inverse-Ackermann term). Using Lemma 1 for each inspection, this
takes O((|P ′|+ |Q′|) log n) time. Since the sum

∑
(|P ′|+ |Q′|) over all interesting pairs of paths is

O(n log n), the overall time is O(n log2 n).
The proof that M is Monge appears in [10, Claim 3.5]. We give one here for completeness.

Lemma 2. M [i, j]−M [i, j + 1] ≥M [i+ 1, j]−M [i+ 1, j + 1] for any i, j.

i0th edge of P 0

<latexit sha1_base64="JjERAc6R3xYEIYJoVBp1Rfd66Wk=">AAACAHicdVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0sbBaDxCrcxSPRLmhjGcFEIQlhbzOXLNn7YHdODEca/4qNhSK2/gw7/417GkFFHww83pthZp4XS6HRtt+s3Nz8wuJSfrmwsrq2vlHc3GrrKFEcWjySkbrymAYpQmihQAlXsQIWeBIuvfFp5l9eg9IiCi9wEkMvYMNQ+IIzNFK/uCPKXYQbTHFEYTAEGvl0SpvlfrFkV46PalW3Ru2KbdedqpORat09dKljlAwlMkOzX3ztDiKeBBAil0zrjmPH2EuZQsElTAvdREPM+JgNoWNoyALQvfTjgSndN8qA+pEyFSL9UL9PpCzQehJ4pjNgONK/vUz8y+sk6B/1UhHGCULIPxf5iaQY0SwNOhAKOMqJIYwrYW6lfMQU42gyK5gQvj6l/5N2teK4leNzt9Q4mcWRJ7tkjxwQh9RJg5yRJmkRTqbkjjyQR+vWureerOfP1pw1m9kmP2C9vAORlJXF</latexit>

(i + 1)0th edge of P 0

<latexit sha1_base64="iQDnqtFTHSQyBI+naub3EpV/rKg=">AAACBHicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDBJFCLtxMXoTvXiMYKKQhDA76U2GzD6Y6RXDkoMXf8WLB0W8+hHe/BtnkwgqWtBQVHXT3eXFUmi07Q9ranpmdm5+YTG3tLyyupZf36jrKFEcajySkbr2mAYpQqihQAnXsQIWeBKuvP5Z5l/dgNIiCi9xEEMrYN1Q+IIzNFI7v7Ur9p29YhPhFlPsUeh0gUY+HdJqsZ0v2KXjo8Oye0jtkm1XnLKTkXLFPXCpY5QMBTJBtZ1/b3YingQQIpdM64Zjx9hKmULBJQxzzURDzHifdaFhaMgC0K109MSQ7hilQ/1ImQqRjtTvEykLtB4EnukMGPb0by8T//IaCfpHrVSEcYIQ8vEiP5EUI5olQjtCAUc5MIRxJcytlPeYYhxNbjkTwten9H9SL5cct3R84RZOTidxLJAtsk12iUMq5ISckyqpEU7uyAN5Is/WvfVovViv49YpazKzSX7AevsEPe6Wmg==</latexit>

j0th edge of Q0

<latexit sha1_base64="mHQd3tSWuejfP7WMN5ln+laDFhI=">AAACAHicdVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqIWFzWKQWIW7eBjTBW0sIxgjJCHsbeaSNXsf7M6J4UjjX7GxUMTWn2Hnv3FPI6jog4HHezPMzPNiKTTa9ps1Mzs3v7CYW8ovr6yurRc2Ni90lCgOTR7JSF16TIMUITRRoITLWAELPAktb3SS+a1rUFpE4TmOY+gGbBAKX3CGRuoVtq9KHYQbTHFIoT8AGvl0Qs9KvULRLteODivuIbXLtl11Kk5GKlX3wKWOUTIUyRSNXuG10494EkCIXDKt244dYzdlCgWXMMl3Eg0x4yM2gLahIQtAd9OPByZ0zyh96kfKVIj0Q/0+kbJA63Hgmc6A4VD/9jLxL6+doH/UTUUYJwgh/1zkJ5JiRLM0aF8o4CjHhjCuhLmV8iFTjKPJLG9C+PqU/k8uKmXHLdfO3GL9eBpHjuyQXbJPHFIldXJKGqRJOJmQO/JAHq1b6956sp4/W2es6cwW+QHr5R2Us5XH</latexit>

(j + 1)0th edge of Q0

<latexit sha1_base64="JYOIZI9Wr2oNFuXz5dc5IcMUNPI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxFPXoZDKIihN24GL2JXjwmYBIhCWF20puMmX0w0yuGJQcv/ooXD4p49SO8+TfOagQVLWgoqrrp7vJiKTTa9ps1MTk1PTM7N59bWFxaXsmvrtV1lCgONR7JSF14TIMUIdRQoISLWAELPAkNb3Ca+Y0rUFpE4TkOY2gHrBcKX3CGRurkN3Yu95zd7RbCNabYp9DtAY18OqLV7U6+YBePDg9K7gG1i7ZddkpORkpld9+ljlEyFMgYlU7+tdWNeBJAiFwyrZuOHWM7ZQoFlzDKtRINMeMD1oOmoSELQLfTjydGdMsoXepHylSI9EP9PpGyQOth4JnOgGFf//Yy8S+vmaB/2E5FGCcIIf9c5CeSYkSzRGhXKOAoh4YwroS5lfI+U4yjyS1nQvj6lP5P6qWi4xaPqm7h+GQcxxzZIJtkhzikTI7JGamQGuHkhtyRB/Jo3Vr31pP1/Nk6YY1n1skPWC/vQRCWnA==</latexit>

C1

<latexit sha1_base64="IoLe3Mef+DKg2I79/jAwUVyzgl0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUG/FXjxWtB/QhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Cd48aCIV3+RN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj+sxvP6HSPJaPZpKgH9Gh5CFn1Fjpod73+uWKW3XnIKvEy0kFcjT65a/eIGZphNIwQbXuem5i/Iwqw5nAaamXakwoG9Mhdi2VNELtZ/NTp+TMKgMSxsqWNGSu/p7IaKT1JApsZ0TNSC97M/E/r5ua8NrPuExSg5ItFoWpICYms7/JgCtkRkwsoUxxeythI6ooMzadkg3BW355lbQuqt5l9eb+slK7zeMowgmcwjl4cAU1uIMGNIHBEJ7hFd4c4bw4787HorXg5DPH8AfO5w++w413</latexit>

C2

<latexit sha1_base64="kc/T3PZX9582yLQ6XCAMcTxOJpY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGgHoL5uIxonlAsoTZSW8yZHZ2mZkVQsgnePGgiFe/yJt/4yTZgyYWNBRV3XR3BYng2rjut5Pb2Nza3snvFvb2Dw6PiscnLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2M63O//YRK81g+mkmCfkSHkoecUWOlh3q/0i+W3LK7AFknXkZKkKHRL371BjFLI5SGCap113MT40+pMpwJnBV6qcaEsjEdYtdSSSPU/nRx6oxcWGVAwljZkoYs1N8TUxppPYkC2xlRM9Kr3lz8z+umJrz2p1wmqUHJlovCVBATk/nfZMAVMiMmllCmuL2VsBFVlBmbTsGG4K2+vE5albJXLd/cV0u12yyOPJzBOVyCB1dQgztoQBMYDOEZXuHNEc6L8+58LFtzTjZzCn/gfP4AwEeNeA==</latexit>

C3

<latexit sha1_base64="7ipdeJVLeOuhqL01+dMjxJPjwv4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqQL0Fc/EY0TwgWcLsZDYZMju7zPQKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkQKg6777eTW1jc2t/LbhZ3dvf2D4uFR08SpZrzBYhnrdkANl0LxBgqUvJ1oTqNA8lYwqs381hPXRsTqEccJ9yM6UCIUjKKVHmq9y16x5JbdOcgq8TJSggz1XvGr249ZGnGFTFJjOp6boD+hGgWTfFropoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixp/MT52SM6v0SRhrWwrJXP09MaGRMeMosJ0RxaFZ9mbif14nxfDanwiVpMgVWywKU0kwJrO/SV9ozlCOLaFMC3srYUOqKUObTsGG4C2/vEqaF2WvUr65r5Sqt1kceTiBUzgHD66gCndQhwYwGMAzvMKbI50X5935WLTmnGzmGP7A+fwBwcuNeQ==</latexit>

C5

<latexit sha1_base64="N16S8lwilJiRMJMt41Io1YucVhg=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEUS9S6MVjBfsBbSib7aRdursJuxuhlP4FLx4U8eof8ua/MWlz0NYHA4/3ZpiZF8SCG+u6305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/KB8etUyUaIZNFolIdwJqUHCFTcutwE6skcpAYDsY1zO//YTa8Eg92kmMvqRDxUPOqM2kev+q1C9X3Ko7B1klXk4qkKPRL3/1BhFLJCrLBDWm67mx9adUW84Ezkq9xGBM2ZgOsZtSRSUafzq/dUbOUmVAwkinpSyZq78nplQaM5FB2impHZllLxP/87qJDW/8KVdxYlGxxaIwEcRGJHucDLhGZsUkJZRpnt5K2IhqymwaTxaCt/zyKmldVL3L6u3DZaV2l8dRhBM4hXPw4BpqcA8NaAKDETzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/4ho2L</latexit>

C4

<latexit sha1_base64="uhpH7Z5pYPK/PuRm8UIhffoNNM0=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoF6k0IvHCvYD2lA22227dHcTdidCCf0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y9LmoK0PBh7vzTAzL4iksOi6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftG0YG8ZbLJSh6QbUcik0b6FAybuR4VQFkneCaSPzO0/cWBHqR5xF3Fd0rMVIMIqZ1BjUSoNyxa26C5B14uWkAjmag/JXfxiyWHGNTFJre54boZ9Qg4JJPi/1Y8sjyqZ0zHsp1VRx6yeLW+fkIlWGZBSatDSShfp7IqHK2pkK0k5FcWJXvUz8z+vFOLrxE6GjGLlmy0WjWBIMSfY4GQrDGcpZSigzIr2VsAk1lGEaTxaCt/ryOmlfVb1a9fahVqnf5XEU4QzO4RI8uIY63EMTWsBgAs/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wf3AY2K</latexit>

v1

<latexit sha1_base64="ZpxlB+eNhRjdCvboz6WevAuHkrQ=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoF6k4MVjBfsBbSib7bRdursJu5tCCf0LXjwo4tU/5M1/Y9LmoK0PBh7vzTAzL4gEN9Z1v53CxubW9k5xt7S3f3B4VD4+aZkw1gybLBSh7gTUoOAKm5ZbgZ1II5WBwHYwuc/89hS14aF6srMIfUlHig85ozaTpn2v1C9X3Kq7AFknXk4qkKPRL3/1BiGLJSrLBDWm67mR9ROqLWcC56VebDCibEJH2E2pohKNnyxunZOLVBmQYajTUpYs1N8TCZXGzGSQdkpqx2bVy8T/vG5shzd+wlUUW1RsuWgYC2JDkj1OBlwjs2KWEso0T28lbEw1ZTaNJwvBW315nbSuql6tevtYq9Tv8jiKcAbncAkeXEMdHqABTWAwhmd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QNAZo26</latexit>

v2

<latexit sha1_base64="mgkJQFYePx4iufIgMnpxKwbIMhM=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKQb1IwYvHCrYW2lA220m7dHcTdjeFUvoXvHhQxKt/yJv/xqTNQVsfDDzem2FmXhALbqzrfjuFjc2t7Z3ibmlv/+DwqHx80jZRohm2WCQi3QmoQcEVtiy3AjuxRioDgU/B+C7znyaoDY/Uo53G6Es6VDzkjNpMmvRrpX654lbdBcg68XJSgRzNfvmrN4hYIlFZJqgxXc+NrT+j2nImcF7qJQZjysZ0iN2UKirR+LPFrXNykSoDEkY6LWXJQv09MaPSmKkM0k5J7cisepn4n9dNbHjtz7iKE4uKLReFiSA2ItnjZMA1MiumKaFM8/RWwkZUU2bTeLIQvNWX10m7VvXq1ZuHeqVxm8dRhDM4h0vw4AoacA9NaAGDETzDK7w50nlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Q+czx9B6427</latexit>

v3

<latexit sha1_base64="o7i6MsZQ+1twYwTlJtih6F/OKa0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexqQL1IwIvHiOYByRJmJ7PJkNnZZaY3EEI+wYsHRbz6Rd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0ikMOi6305ubX1jcyu/XdjZ3ds/KB4eNUycasbrLJaxbgXUcCkUr6NAyVuJ5jQKJG8Gw7uZ3xxxbUSsnnCccD+ifSVCwSha6XHUvewWS27ZnYOsEi8jJchQ6xa/Or2YpRFXyCQ1pu25CfoTqlEwyaeFTmp4QtmQ9nnbUkUjbvzJ/NQpObNKj4SxtqWQzNXfExMaGTOOAtsZURyYZW8m/ue1Uwyv/YlQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7m/SE5gzl2BLKtLC3EjagmjK06RRsCN7yy6ukcVH2KuWbh0qpepvFkYcTOIVz8OAKqnAPNagDgz48wyu8OdJ5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fDliNqA==</latexit>

v4

<latexit sha1_base64="/hNrzpPKZVyF4+N8PaKjsadlGjQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokU1IsUvHisaD+gDWWznbRLN5uwuymU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut7O2vrG5tV3YKe7u7R8clo6OmzpOFcMGi0Ws2gHVKLjEhuFGYDtRSKNAYCsY3c381hiV5rF8MpME/YgOJA85o8ZKj+NetVcquxV3DrJKvJyUIUe9V/rq9mOWRigNE1Trjucmxs+oMpwJnBa7qcaEshEdYMdSSSPUfjY/dUrOrdInYaxsSUPm6u+JjEZaT6LAdkbUDPWyNxP/8zqpCa/9jMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvub9LlCZsTEEsoUt7cSNqSKMmPTKdoQvOWXV0nzsuJVKzcP1XLtNo+jAKdwBhfgwRXU4B7q0AAGA3iGV3hzhPPivDsfi9Y1J585gT9wPn8AD9yNqQ==</latexit>

v5

<latexit sha1_base64="Ts4vXaXYIDVGZ54fjcs+TNKtqEU=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRL1IwIvHiOYByRJmJ73JkNnZZWY2EEI+wYsHRbz6Rd78GyfJHjSxoKGo6qa7K0gE18Z1v53c2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8aug4VQzrLBaxagVUo+AS64Ybga1EIY0Cgc1geDfzmyNUmsfyyYwT9CPalzzkjBorPY66l91iyS27c5BV4mWkBBlq3eJXpxezNEJpmKBatz03Mf6EKsOZwGmhk2pMKBvSPrYtlTRC7U/mp07JmVV6JIyVLWnIXP09MaGR1uMosJ0RNQO97M3E/7x2asJrf8JlkhqUbLEoTAUxMZn9TXpcITNibAllittbCRtQRZmx6RRsCN7yy6ukcVH2KuWbh0qpepvFkYcTOIVz8OAKqnAPNagDgz48wyu8OcJ5cd6dj0VrzslmjuEPnM8fEWCNqg==</latexit>

v6 = v7

<latexit sha1_base64="ZnseFlmmVkolnvBK5reCt62FDao=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqeyKWD0oBS8eK9gPaJclm2bb0Gx2SbKFsvRHePGgiFd/jzf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeUEiuDaO840Ka+sbm1vF7dLO7t7+QfnwqKXjVFHWpLGIVScgmgkuWdNwI1gnUYxEgWDtYHQ/89tjpjSP5ZOZJMyLyEDykFNirNQe+1e3Y7/mlytO1ZkDrxI3JxXI0fDLX71+TNOISUMF0brrOonxMqIMp4JNS71Us4TQERmwrqWSREx72fzcKT6zSh+HsbIlDZ6rvycyEmk9iQLbGREz1MveTPzP66YmvPYyLpPUMEkXi8JUYBPj2e+4zxWjRkwsIVRxeyumQ6IINTahkg3BXX55lbQuqu5l9ebxslK/y+Mowgmcwjm4UIM6PEADmkBhBM/wCm8oQS/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfP5+Ajxw=</latexit>

v8

<latexit sha1_base64="wh4dEKCgQZVyDiND0qXWOujoFl4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKwHiRgBePEc0DkiXMTjrJkNnZZWY2EJZ8ghcPinj1i7z5N06SPWhiQUNR1U13VxALro3rfju5jc2t7Z38bmFv/+DwqHh80tRRohg2WCQi1Q6oRsElNgw3AtuxQhoGAlvB+G7utyaoNI/kk5nG6Id0KPmAM2qs9DjpVXvFklt2FyDrxMtICTLUe8Wvbj9iSYjSMEG17nhubPyUKsOZwFmhm2iMKRvTIXYslTRE7aeLU2fkwip9MoiULWnIQv09kdJQ62kY2M6QmpFe9ebif14nMYOqn3IZJwYlWy4aJIKYiMz/Jn2ukBkxtYQyxe2thI2ooszYdAo2BG/15XXSvCp7lfLNQ6VUu83iyMMZnMMleHANNbiHOjSAwRCe4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7I152Qzp/AHzucPFeyNrQ==</latexit>

Figure 1: Two independent heavy paths P and Q (solid edges). The red edges are P ′ (oriented
root-wards) and Q′ (oriented leaf-wards). The connected components C1, . . . , C5 (shaded) are
obtained by deleting the i’th and (i+ 1)’th edges of P ′ and the j’th and (j + 1)’th edges of Q′.

Proof. Recall that the order of edges in P ′ is root-wards and that that the order of edges in Q′ is
root-wards if P ′ is a descendant of Q′ and leaf-wards if P ′ is independent of Q′. With this order
in mind, let (v1, v2) and (v3, v4) denote the i’th and (i + 1)’th edges of P ′ and let (v5, v6) and
(v7, v8) denote the j’th and (j + 1)’th edges of Q′ (it is possible that vi = vi+1 when i is even). Let
C1, . . . , C5 denote the five connected components obtained from T after removing these four edges,
where v1 ∈ C1, v2, v3 ∈ C2, v4, v5 ∈ C3, v6, v7 ∈ C4, v8 ∈ C5. See Figure 1. Let Cij denote the total
weight of all edges of G between Ci and Cj . Notice that

M [i, j] = C12 + C13 + C24 + C25 + C34 + C35,

M [i, j + 1] = C12 + C13 + C14 + C25 + C35 + C45,

M [i+ 1, j] = C13 + C23 + C34 + C35,

M [i+ 1, j + 1] = C13 + C14 + C23 + C24 + C35 + C45,

and since C24 ≥ 0 we get that M [i, j]−M [i, j + 1] ≥M [i+ 1, j]−M [i+ 1, j + 1].
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4 Unweighted Graphs and Dense Graphs

The main advantage of the approach of Mukhopadhyay and Nanongkai [10] is that for restricted
graph families they can plug in range counting/reporting structures with faster construction time.

4.1 Unweighted graphs

For unweighted graphs (with parallel edges), [10] used a two dimensional orthogonal range counting
structure with faster preprocessing [3] and a data structure of [2] to devise a two dimensional
orthogonal range sampling/reporting data structure with faster preprocessing. They plugged these
improved data structures into their algorithm for 2-respecting min cut, to obtain a running time of
O(m

√
log n+ n log4 n) (multiply this by another log n factor for the running time of the resulting

min cut algorithm). We show that an analogous speedup can be applied to our simplification
(leading to an O(m

√
log n + n log2 n) time algorithm). In fact, we only need the following range

counting structure [3]:

Lemma 3 ([3]). Given m points in the 2D plane, we can construct in O(m
√

logm) time a range
counting structure with O(logm/ log logm) query time.

We use Lemma 3 instead of Chazelle’s structure in the proof of Lemma 1. This decreases
the overall running time to O(m

√
logm+ n log2 n+ n log n logm/ log logm). If m ≤ n2 log n, this

is O(m
√

log n + n log2 n). Otherwise, we replace the unweighted graph G by a new weighted
graph G′ with only n2 edges (by collapsing parallel unweighted edges into a single weighted
edge), and run the previous algorithm in O(n2 log n + n log2 n) = O(m + n log2 n) time. This
gives us an O(m

√
log n+ n log2 n) time deterministic algorithm for 2-respecting min cut, and an

O(m log3/2 n+ n log3 n) time randomized algorithm for min cut for unweighted undirected graphs.

4.2 Dense weighted graphs

We now present another speedup that can be applied to dense (weighted) graphs with m = Ω(n1+ε),
for any ε > 0. For such graphs, we obtain an O(m log n+ n1+ε)-time algorithm for min cut. We
need the following structure:

Lemma 4. For any ε > 0, given m ≥ n weighted points in the [n] × [n] grid, we can construct
in O(m) time a data structure that reports the total weight of all points in any given rectangle
[x1, x2]× [y1, y2] in O(nε) time.

Proof. It is enough to construct a structure capable of reporting the total weight of all points in
[x, n] × [y, n]. We use the standard approach of decomposing a 2D query into a number of 1D
queries.

We start by designing a 1D structure storing a set S of weighted numbers (weighted points in
1D) from [n] that can be constructed in O(|S|) time and returns the total weight of all numbers in
[x, n] in O(nε) time. Consider a complete tree T of degree B = nε over the set of leaves [n]. Note
that the depth of T is O(1/ε). We construct and store the subtree TS of T induced by the leaves
that belong to S. This takes O(|S|) time and space and, assuming that S is given sorted, we can
assume that the children of each node of TS are sorted. Each node of TS stores the total weight of all
numbers corresponding to its leaves. Then, to find the total weight of numbers in [x, n], we traverse
TS starting from the root. Let u be the current node of TS . We scan the (at most) B children of u
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from right to left and, as long as all leaves in their subtrees correspond to numbers from [x, n], we
add their stored total weight to the answer. Then, if the interval of the leaves corresponding to the
next child intersects [x, n] (but not entirely contained in [x, n]), we recurse on that child. Overall,
there are at most 1/ε steps, each taking O(B) time, so O(nε) overall.

Our 2D structure for a set of m weighted points from [n]× [n] uses the same idea. We consider a
complete tree T of degree B = nε on the y coordinates. We construct and store the subtree T ′ of T
induced by the y coordinates of the points. At each node v of T ′ we store a 1D structure responsible
for all the points whose y coordinate corresponds to a leaf in the subtree of v. Overall, each point is
stored at 1/ε nodes of T ′. By first sorting all the points in O(n+m) = O(m) time with radix sort
we can assume that the points received by every 1D structure are sorted, and construct all the 1D
structures in O(1/ε ·m) = O(m) total time.

Then, a query [x, n] × [y, n] is decomposed into 1/ε · B = O(nε) queries to the 1D structures
by proceeding as above: we descend from the root, scanning the children of the current node from
right to left, issuing a 1D query to every child corresponding to a y interval completely contained
in [y, n], and then possibly recursing on the next child if its y interval intersects [y, n]. Each 1D
query takes O(nε) time, and there are O(1/ε · nε) queries, so overall the query time is O(n2ε). By
adjusting ε we obtain the lemma.

By replacing Chazelle’s structure with Lemma 4, we obtain an algorithm with running time
O(m+n log2 n+n1+ε log n). Because m ≤ n2, by adjusting ε, this implies an O(m log n+n1+ε)-time
algorithm for min cut for any constant ε > 0.
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